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NAME: Grawl RACE: Gnoll CLASS: Ranger (scout) 

ALIGNMENT: Unaligned XP: 10,000 LEVEL: 7 

 
SKILLS 

 TOTAL  (no armor) 

Acrobatics +7 +8 

Arcana +2  

Athletics +9 +10 

Bluff +3  

Diplomacy +3  
Dungeoneering +9  

Endurance +11 +12 

Heal +4  

History +2  

Insight +4  

Intimidate +5  

Nature +4  

Perception +11  

Religion +2  

Stealth +14 +15 

Streetwise +3  

Thievery +7 +8 

 

ABILITIES 
 Score Check 

STRENGTH 11 +3 

CONSTITUTION 18 +7 

DEXTERITY 20 +8 

INTELLIGENCE 8 +2 

WISDOM 12 +4 

CHARISMA 10 +3 

 
SENSES 

PASSIVE INSIGHT 14 

PASSIVE PERCEPTION 21 

SPECIAL SENSES 
low-light vision 

 
LANGUAGES 

Common, Abyssal 

 
* FEATS AND NON-COMBAT ° CLASS/RACE FEATURES 

* Weapon Proficiency: Waraxe Proficiency with waraxe.  

* Axe Expertise +1 to attack (already included). When using an axe, may re-reoll one damage die that results in 1. 

* Headman's Chop +5 damage when you hit a prone target. 

* Weapon Focus: Axe +1 to damage (already included). 

°Beast Empathy +2 Bluff, Diplomacy, Intimidate against beasts. You can communicate very basic messages or instructions to 
them. You can use Insight to understand basic messages from animals. 

° Mountain Guide If you succeed on an Athletics (climb) check, the DC is reduced by 2 for allies who see you  
until the end of the encounter. 

° Watchful Rest No penalty on Perception for sleeping for you and your allies during an extended rest. 

 
EQUIPMENT 

Backpack, bedroll, flint & steel, belt pouch,   2   sunrods, 50' hempen rope, waterskin, some trail rations,    

everburning torch (burns forever, no heat, bright light in 5 squares, can be put away in a backpack) 

 

Vicious Waraxe +2 (versatile weapon: +1 damage if wielded 2-handed; Crit: +2d12). 

Handaxe of Long Range + 1 (+10 long range - already included; no penalty at long range; magic thrown weapons automatically return to attacker's hand) 

Sylvan Hide Armor +2 (+2 (item) bonus to Athletics and Stealth - already included; armor check penalty: -1) 

Amulet of Protection +2 (+2 to Fortiude, Reflex, Will - already included) 

Bracers of Mighty Striking (+2 (item) bonus on damage rolls with melee basic attacks). 

  1  Lesser Elixir of Invisibility (see next page) 

  2  Potions of Invulnerability (see next page) 

 

195 gold pieces 

 

CONCEPT 
Grawl elfajzott hiéna-emberek 
falkájából származik. Hamar 
kiemelkedett közülük mint 
páratlan gyilkos-fejvadász. A 
maga módján ravasz, trükkös 
vadász, taktikáit évek óta 
civilizáltabb népek között is 
finomítgatja. Amikor két fejszéjét 
pörgetve közeledik, jobb ha futsz. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

total weight: 72 lbs;   normal load: -120 lbs 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMBAT PROFILE 
INITIATIVE +8 SPEED 7 ACTION POINT  

 
DEFENSES 

AC 23 

FORTITUDE 20 

REFLEX 21 

WILL 16 

 HP 

MAX 60 hp 

BLOODIED 30 hp 

SURGE/DAY 11/day 

HP / SURGE  15 hp/surge 

HP: 
 
 

Surges: 
 
 
 

COMBAT FEATURES 
Axe Expertise: when using an axe, may re-reoll one damage die that results in 1. 

Headman's Chop: +5 bonus to damage rolls when you hit a prone target. 

Blood Fury: +2 bonus to damage rolls while you are bloodied 

Pack Attack: +2 bonus to melee damage rolls if target has at least 2 of your allies adjacent 

'Aspect' stances: these powers can be activated at-will; and last until the end of the encounter.  
Only one stance can be active at a time. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Dual Weapon Attack 
(1/round) 

If you hit with a melee basic attack on your turn → (Free Action) make the following attack with your off-hand hadaxe. 
Melee Attack. +12 vs AC. Hit: 1d6 + 9 damage. 

Ferocious Charge Make a charge attack. Hit: +2 extra damage, or if you are bloodied: +4 extra damage and gain 4 temporary hp. 

Power Strike 
(2/encounter) 

If you hit with a melee basic attack → (No Action) extra +1d12 / +1d6 damage. (Same weapon's damage that hits the target). 

 

UTILITY AND NON-ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Aspect of the  
Charging Ram 

Stance. Minor Action. Your movement during a charge does not provoke opportunity attacks.  
If your charge attack hits, get +2 (power) bonus on damage and knock the target prone.  

Aspect of the  
Pack Wolf 

Stance. Minor Action. You do not provoke opportunity attacks for leaving a square adjacent to an ally. 
+1 (power) bonus to attack and +X to damage with basic attacks against targets adjacent to X of your allies. (X must be > 1). 

Aspect of the  
Lurking Spider 

Stance. Minor Action. +2 (power) bonus on damage with combat advantage. 
+2 (power) bonus on Stealth, +5 on climbing Athletics checks. 

Endure Pain If an attack hits you → (Immediate Interrupt) you gain resistance of 9 to all damage until the end of your next turn. 

Ranger's Agility Minor Action. Until the end of the encounter, gain +2 (power) bonus to speed, and shift +1 square each time you shift. 

Mighty Sprint Move Action. Move 11 squares, ignoring difficult terrain, and with +5 (power) bonus to Athletics during the move. 

 

WEAPON ATTACK  DAMAGE CRITICAL DISTANCE 
Waraxe melee basic attack +13 1d12 + 12 max + 2d12 - 

Handaxe melee basic attack +12 1d6 + 11 max + 1d6 - 

Handaxe ranged basic attack +7 1d6 + 4 max + 1d6 20 squares 

 

MAGIC ITEM POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily, consumable) 
Potion of 
Invulnerability (2) 

Minor Action. You can lose a Healing Surge to gain resist 25 against all damage until the end of your next turn. 

Lesser Elixir of 
Invisibility 

Minor Action. You become invisible until the end of your next turn, or until you make an attack roll. 

 


